Class: 3-1 Ed Sheeran

The Stone Age
Our Learning
Literacy:
In Literacy, we will be reading ‘Detective
Dan’ which is a story with a familiar
setting. We will then use this as the
theme for our own writing. We will
also be reading ‘Ug’ and ‘Stone Age Boy’

Miss Hudson is my

linked to our CLICK topic to inspire our

teacher.

writing.

Mrs Berry also helps in
my class.
My PE days are Tuesday
and Wednesday.

In Numeracy, we will be studying place
value, mental calculations, 2D shapes

Wednesday afternoon.
Library is on Friday.

tables.

We will also be recapping our times

You can help us by...

the correct days;
encouraging them to
read, help them to learn
their times tables and
spellings at home and
by reminding them to
complete and return
their homework each

‘Wired World’ where we will be
learning all about internet safety
and how the internet works. We will
be thinking about how we present
ourselves and protect ourselves on

Numeracy:

Computing is on a

your child’s PE kit on

In computing our topic is called

the internet.

and perimeter and the four operations.

Remembering to send

Computing:

CLICK:
In CLICK, we will be looking at prehistoric Britain and studying Stone
Age life. We will focus on the
Neolithic period.

Citizenship

Being Creative!

British Values:

Creative Arts:

In our social and emotional learning,

As part of Art and Design

we will be thinking about new

Technology we will be looking at

beginnings. This will help us to set

creating cave paintings, making

targets and enjoy a successful start to

tools and weapons. We will also

our new year group and learning.

be designing and creating Stone

We will also focus on democracy and

Age jewellery.

what it means to be British.

In Music, we will be working on

week.
This Half Term’s Homework is:
One piece of Literacy and Numeracy will be given each week.
Spellings will be given each week to learn alongside times tables.
For CLICK homework pupils should research the Stone Age and create a
piece of work in any style they would like.
Homework is given on a Friday and collected the following Wednesday.

playing in rounds.

